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Testimonials 
 
“You are the calm before, during, and after the storm.” 

— Taylor Bloom, Actor 
 
“It is rare you come across an individual who can shift between [many] hats with as much facility, but also 
with as much warmth, as Christopher Denver. I was struck immediately in our rehearsal process by his ability to 
organize a room, with both professionalism and humor. It is no simple skill to know when to lay down the law 
and keep an ensemble on track, and when to let the room relax and meander, but Christopher has this down 
to a science. As an actor in the process I felt safe and well supported; as a writer/producer thinking toward the 
future of our relationship, and as someone who is often asked for recommendations, I was immediately struck 
by wanting both to hire Christopher for my own work, and endorse him to other employers.  
 
But perhaps more important than his ample skill set, is that Christopher absolutely loves what he does. If you 
talk to him about how he began in stage management, you realize this is not a job for him, but a vocation in 
the truest sense – a calling.”  

— Lynne Marie Rosenberg, Actor/Producer/Writer 
 
“[Christopher] had a calm demeanor backstage and solutions for problems I hadn’t thought of yet...he is 
always described as a breath of fresh air by our production staff...he brings no ego, de-escalates stress, and 
brings enthusiasm and care to the work...his maturity and management experience makes him a particular 
asset in the chaos...he has a nuanced sense of when it’s important to share his observations versus simply 
standby to support a solution in progress when plans need to adapt...he has always had a keen sense of the 
dynamics that keep machines with lots of moving parts healthy.” 

— Erica Linz, Cirque du Soleil artist and Founder & Artistic Director of Circus Couture 

 
“In the rehearsal room, Christopher managed a consistently smooth and orderly process for what was a 
consistently wild and disorderly play. He always made everyone feel safe and supported. In performance, 
Christopher was our secret weapon. He singlehandedly ran the board in a show with 102 light cues, 88 sound 
cues, and 34 projection cues, all in full view of the audience and even interacting with the cast at key points. In 
instances where something went wrong - say, a projector fritzing out mid-show, or a set piece deciding to 
rearrange itself at just the right moment - Christopher handled it calmly and gracefully, keeping the cast and 
audience at ease.”  

— Daniel McCoy, Writer/Producer/Actor 

 
“From the first day working with [Christopher], it was clear that he knew what he was doing and was glad to 
be doing it...Christopher was calm, well prepared, knowledgeable about both the pieces and the productions, 
and had sound instincts about the process - more so, in fact, than a lot of other people I know who have been 
at this for a long time...Christopher sets very high standards for himself, and lives up to them.” 

— Peter Dean Beck, Scenic & Lighting Designer 
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“As you select candidates, I urge you to place Christopher Denver at the top of your list. His work was 
instrumental to our success. Christopher met the challenges of rehearsing in one city, then transferring to a 
venue neither of us had ever visited. His detailed approach made everything work smoothly. The difficult 
subject matter of the operas, and the sensitive tone of the evening, required a supportive environment for 
artists with various personalities and needs. Christopher’s collaboration and leadership helped create the best 
working environment for the entire company even on the extremely compressed rehearsal schedule.  
 
[Any production] would be enhanced by having Christopher Denver, due to his detailed approach and his 
positive and calm presence.”  

— Eden Lane, Director/Actor/Journalist 

 

 
“Working with Christopher was a delight. He has a soft, quiet touch which belies great strength and tenacity. 
He is a very organized and proactive collaborator. He was very professional in all his dealings and worked well 
with a large cast and a talented creative team. He communicated effectively between all parties and was able 
to adjust his style and approach based on the situation. [Stage Management] is an ideal job for his strengths 
and skill set. I believe Christopher would be an outstanding addition to your [production]. He has a great deal 
to offer and is always anxious to learn more.”  

— Dominic Cuskern, President, The Gallery Players 
 
“You are one of the best managers that I know...[you have the] ability to listen fully, share advice and 
recommendations, and maintain your patient and calm demeanor, especially when [others] are feeling 
flustered or emotional...[you] make your team feel supported, trusted, and empowered. 
 
Your project management skills are impressive...you are strategic about how you approach projects...you 
develop systems for getting things done to ensure sustainability and how to keep the system functioning 
without further intervention...you approach your work in the bigger context, looking not just at the problem 
you’re trying to solve, but the root cause, the end result, and the impact on the larger environment. 
 
Your focused work ethic, your dry sense of humor, and your delight in life make you a joy to have around.” 

— Libby Romfh, Director of Operations 

 
Smart, thorough and a great sense of humor are just some of the many qualities that makes Christopher one 
of the most valuable members of our team. [He] goes to any length necessary to ensure he provides quality 
work every time. He is integral in getting the team motivated from the start of a project through completion. His 
organizational skills are stellar and he is viewed as the gold star standard by the rest of his peers as the 
example of how to strive for success. His ability to retain information and help anyone and everyone who 
reaches out to him for support has dubbed him the “encyclopedia” of the department. Also, his fun personality 
and his easy demeanor makes working with Christopher an absolute delight! 

— Jennifer Khadir, Educator and Communications Professional 
 

I met Christopher about [12] years ago, when he and I [worked] the Harry Potter Midnight Magic Party at our 
Union Square store. Amidst the crowds and chaos of a such a large-scale event, Christopher remained calm, 
cool and collected. This is a perfect example of what it’s like to work with [him] in an office setting too. We’ve 
worked on several projects together under tight deadlines, and [he] remains level-headed and practical 
always. Christopher is an effective manager and a strong advocate for our stores. He makes sure all details 
are taken care of, but at the same time can step back and have a good point of view on the bigger picture. It’s 
always a pleasure to work with Christopher. 

— Jessica Aiese-Davoli, Senior Manager, Creative & Advertising 
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It is evident when working with Christopher that his management style is well regarded and highly respected by 
those on his team and colleagues alike. It was such a pleasure working with Christopher; he is a hiring 
manager with an eye for talent and knows what personalities, experience, and skill sets will work best on his 
team. He is decisive, efficient and provides constructive feedback to ensure success in the recruitment 
process. I look forward to working with Christopher again in the future. 

— Jaclyn Krohn, Recruiter 

 


